
 

Celebrating our achievements at the Hospitality Awards
Africa 2023

Index Hotels SA’s Fiesta Residences team is proud to announce their exceptional achievements at the prestigious
Hospitality Awards Africa 2023, held on November 11, 2023. The dawn of 2024 brings forth a wave of excitement and
gratitude as we reflect on our triumphs from the previous year and set our sights on new horizons.

Securing not just one, but two esteemed awards at the fifth annual Hospitality Awards Africa is a testament to our
unwavering commitment to excellence in hospitality. The recognition bestowed upon us by this esteemed institution is a
reaffirmation of our dedication to providing unparalleled service experiences to our guests across the continent.

At the heart of our success lies the esteemed Fiesta Residences Boutique Hotel & Serviced Apartments, honored with the
title of “Best Boutique Hotel.” This accolade underscores our relentless pursuit of perfection in curating unforgettable stays
for our cherished guests.

Additionally, we are thrilled to celebrate the remarkable achievement of our esteemed Chef Pieter Malan, recognized as the
“Most Admired Executive Chef.” Chef Pieter's exceptional talent and passion for culinary innovation have not only elevated
our dining experiences but have also shone a spotlight on the rich tapestry of Ghanaian cuisine on the global stage.

As we bask in the glow of these accolades, we extend our heartfelt congratulations to Chef Pieter Malan for his well-
deserved recognition and commendable contributions to our culinary landscape.

Looking ahead, the Fiesta Residences team is energized and inspired to carry forward this celebratory spirit into the new
year. With an unwavering dedication to excellence and a commitment to exceeding expectations, we pledge to continue
setting new benchmarks for service quality and customer satisfaction in the hospitality industry.

Join us as we embark on this exciting journey, fueled by our passion for hospitality and a shared vision of creating
unforgettable moments for our guests.
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Index Hotels

Index Hotels SA is a hospitality management company providing comprehensive turnkey solutions for
independent hotels, specializing in hotel management, revenue optimization, asset management, hospitality
consulting, HR management, technical support, financial management, marketing, hotel development, design,
and food and beverage services. Discover more at www.indexhotels.co.
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